Stuart Highway North of Alice Springs

Erija Street update

The Stuart Highway north of Alice Springs road upgrade from the Motor Vehicle Registry to Herbert Heritage Drive intersection is nearing completion.

Some finishing works on Erija Street and the Herbert Heritage Drive intersection will be completed in January and February 2020.

This will include the following works and restrictions:

- Completion of kerbing and median on Erija Street
- Erija Street - one-way access only for approximately four weeks, traffic control will be in place
- Completion of Herbert Heritage Drive centre median.

These works will start in mid-January. **Nightworks** will be required for median works. These works may be noisy and may create intermittent delays at night.

The general construction hours will remain between 6.30am and 6.30pm Monday to Sunday.

Please adhere to any restrictions and detours in place.

This project is funded by the Australian Government under the Road Safety and Fatigue Management Initiatives and will improve flood immunity and maintain a safe and efficient transport corridor.

For more information, visit www.dipl.nt.gov.au or contact True North Strategic Communication on **1800 370 798** or email **feedback@truenorthcomm.com.au**